
Returner 77

**About Returner 77**

Returner 77 is a puzzle game in which players have to search an alien spaceship to save mankind

from an unknown danger.

In Returner 77 you play one of the last 77 selected survivors of the Crystal War. You were sent into

space in a space probe, where you have to secure the continued existence of humanity. To do this,

you'll need to search a mysterious alien spaceship, discover countless secrets, and find Colonel

Ling, from whom you'll always find small video messages. To make your way through the alien

spaceship, you have to solve numerous puzzles such as mechanical puzzles. In addition, you have

many helpful features such as the hint function or the integrated element scanner available, which

simplify the exploration of the spaceship.

**Returner 77 - Features:** 

- Search the spaceship and save mankind: In Returner 77 you can experience a well-thought-out

and exciting story around the so-called "Crystal Wars". You belong to a group of 77 selected

survivors and left Earth before the end of the war. In a space probe, you're floating in orbit when

you're suddenly docking to an alien spaceship. To accomplish your task of saving and renewing

mankind, you must search the alien spaceship and find Colonel Ling, who can provide you with

helpful information about the spaceship and the Crystal Wars. To get all the information you need

to save Earth and mankind, you have to comb the entire spaceship.

- Solve numerous puzzles: To discover all the secrets of the alien spaceship, you have to solve

many puzzles. For example, by solving the puzzles, you gain access to rooms or collect inventory.

Explore the sophisticated technology of the aliens, find hidden objects and solve tricky mechanical

puzzles.

- Use hints: Since many puzzles are very tricky, you can use the artificial intelligence and the

integrated hint system to solve the puzzles. This allows you to solve levels even faster and

progress quickly.

- Scan the room: The game also has a built-in scanner that searches the room for items that you

can operate. When the scanner has scanned the room, it shows you all interactive elements.

- Trust Colonel Ling: As you make your way through the spaceship, you'll find video messages from

Colonel Ling. These will give you helpful information about the spaceship, as well as providing

clues on how to solve puzzles or how to proceed.

Conclusion: Returner 77 is an exciting puzzle game, which convinces above all by a particularly

good graphics and a well-thought-out story.


